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1. Introduction 
In [6] a ring R (always commutative with unity) is called an N-ring if, for every 
ideal A of R, there is a Noetherian ring extension T of R (always with the same 
unity) such that A is contracted from T, i.e., A 7’n R =A. That paper shows that, 
although an N-ring need not be Noetherian, it shares many of the properties of 
Noetherian rings. In the present paper, we show, in Section 2, that one of these 
properties (‘ACC on colons’) characterizes N-rings precisely. This characterizatki 
arise:; from a different characterization of N-rings with (Krull) dimension 0 which 
allows us to see that finite integral extensions of N-rings are themselves N-rings. In 
Section 3, we record several other properties of N-rings and ‘N-domains’ (in which 
R and T in the definition above are both domains). 
Definition. Let R be a ring and M an R-module (always unitary). 
Then we say: 
(1) M has ACC on annihilator ideals iff the collection of R-ideals of the form 
0 :R N= {r E R : rN= 0}, where N is any subset of M, satisfies the ascending chain 
condition (i.e., any subcollection has maximal elements, or any increasing chain 
stabilizes). 
(2) M has ACC on annihilator submodules iff the collection of R-submodules of 
M of the form O:MA = {EM: Ax=O}, where A is any subset of R, satisfies thle 
ascending chain condition. 
(3) M has ACC on colon ideals [respectively, submodules] iff, for eachsubmodule 
L of M, M/L has ACC on annihilator ideals [su’>modules]; or equivalently, iff, for 
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each submodule L of M, the collection of ideals L :R ZV for R’s M [submodules 
L :M A for A c R] satisfies the ascending chain condition. 
(4) R has ACC on amihilators [respectively colons] iff it has ACC on annihilator 
[colon] ideals as a module over itself. 
Since there are inclusion-reversing inverse bijections between the collection of 
annihilator ideals on an R-module M and the collection of annihilator submodules 
of A4, M has ACC on annihilator ideals iff it has DCC on annihilator submodules, 
and vice versa. A similar statement holds for colon ideals and colon submodules. 
In particular, a ring has ACC on annihilators or colons iff it has DCC on 
annihilators or colons. 
Since the property of ACC on colons passes to factor rings, it will be more 
important to us than ACC on annihilators. But we would like to understand more 
fully the module-theoretic consequences of both these properties. For instance, we 
do not know whether a direct sum of two modules with ACC on colon ideals shares 
that property. (An affirmative answer would impiy that if A,B are ideals in R such 
that R/A, R/B are N-rings, then so is R/(A n B). Our Corollary 2.6 yields the zero- 
dimensional case of this statement.) We will see that if R has ACC on colons, then 
a finitely generated R-module has ACC on colon ideals and colon submodules. But 
if we let k be a field and x1, x2, . . . be indeterminates, and set 
and A equal to the ideal of R generated by the images of the elements xi; for all i, 
then the R-modules A and R/A have ACC on colon ideals, but R does not. So the 
module theory is not entirely as one might expect. 
It is immediate that a ring has ACC on colons iff all its factor rings have ACC 
on annihilators. It is also easy to see that a module M has DCC on colon ideals (i.e, 
ACC on colon submodules) iff, for every pair of submodules L, N of M, there is 
a finite subset N’ of N for which L :R N=L :R N’. Corresponding statements hold 
for ACC on colon ideals, ACC on annihilators, etc. This characterization can be 
used to verify that any of these properties pass to rings and modules of fractions. 
From Exercises 23 and 28 of [3, Ch. IV, $21, we see that a finitely generated 
module with ACC and DCC on colon submodules is strongly Laskerian. We will 
use this in the context of rings, where ‘Laskerian’ means every ideal is an intersec- 
tion of finitely many primary ideals, and ‘strongly Laskerian’ means that, in 
addition, every primary ideal contains a power of its (prime) radical. An important 
fact ([ 14, Satz lo], or [5, Theorem 41) is that a Laskerian ring has Noetherian spec- 
trum; i.e., the collection of sets of all primes containing A, as A varies over the 
ideals of the ring, has DCC, or equivalently each radical ideal is the radical of a 
finitely generated ideal. 
We shall make frequent use of two facts from [6]. The first is part of Theorem 
2.2 of that paper: A ring R is an N-ring iff, for every ideal A of R, R/A is a subring 
of some Noetherian ring. (Necessity of this condition is clear. Sufficiency is proved 
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by noting that, if R (-R/O) and R/A are subrings of the Noetherian rings 7’, and 
Tz respectively, then, under the embedding of R into T= T, @ T2 sending r to 
(r, r + A), A is contracted from T.) The second fact follows from the proof of Pro- 
position 2.12 in [6]. 
Proposition Let R a quasilocal with nilpotent idea! M. 
R is iff R has ACC on annihilators and the socle 0 zR A4 of R is finite/y 
generated. 
Proof. (=$ ) Clear. 
(I) Since M is nilpotent, any proper ideal B of R is properly contained in B : M. 
In particular, if we set BO= 0 : M, then there is an element y1 in B0 : A4 not in &. 
If A, =Mn (0 : yi), then multiplication by y1 is an R-homomorphism of M into 
0 : M with kernel A ], so M/A1 is a nonzero finite-dimensional R/M-vector space. 
Set B, = 0 : Al, pick y2 from B, : A4 not in B1, and set A2 = A, n (0 : y2). Then multi- 
plication by y2 is an R-homomorphism of Al into 0 : M with kernel AI, so A, /A2 
is also a nonzero finite-dimensional R/M-vector space. Continuing, we get a pro- 
perly decreasing sequence Ma Al 2 A2 z... of annihilator ideals [since A, = 
Mn(o:y,)no=gn(o:y,)=o:(B,+(y,,..., r,))], which must terminate. But it can 
terminate only if B,, is not proper, i.e., A, = 0. So R has a composition series and 
hence is Noetherian. •J 
As a first application of this result, we prove: 
Corollary 1.2. Let (R, M) be a quasiloc4 ring with ACC on colons. 
Then R is Noetherian iff it has a finitely generated M-primary ideal A such that, 
for each x E M - M2, (xR + AM) n A properly contains AM. 
Proof. (3) Set A = M. 
(=) Let B be an ideal of R maximal with respect o meeting A in AM, by the 
hypothesis B c M2. Now the image of A in R/B is the socle, so by Proposition I. 1, 
R/B is Noetherian. Thus there is a finitely generated ideal I such that M = I+ M’, 
and hence M= I+ M” for each n. But R is strongly Laskerian, so M is the radical 
of a finitely generated ideal, which contains a power of M. Thus M is finitely 
generated, and so, by [ 1, Theorem 4.31, R is Noetherian. El 
A strongly Laskerian ring (e.g., one with ACC on colons) can have no nonzero 
idempotent ideals in the Jacobson radical, since its powers intersect in 0. Let us also 
note that a ring with ACC on annihilators can have no nonzero idempotent ideals 
in the nilradical: If A is a nonzero idempotent ideal consisting of nilpotents, pick 
Al a nonzero finitely generated ideal in A and, for each integer kr 1, a finitely 
generated ideal Ak in A such that Ak_ 1 c A:; then 0: Ak_ 1 10: Ai 2 0: Ak, and 
since Ak is nilpotent, the second inclusion is proper, so DCC on annihilators fails. 
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Again, all rings are commutative with unity, all subrings share the larger ring’s 
unity, and all modules are unitary. The symbol < between sets means proper con- 
tainment. And we occasionally denote the ideal generated by the elements xi, as i 
ranges over an index set, by (Xi)i. 
2. The equivalence 
The proof of Theorem 2.10 of [6] includes a construction which we have found 
very useful; we generalize it as follows: 
Construction 2.1. Let R be (I quasilocal ring with maximal ideul A4 and nonzero 
socle S = 0 zH M; pick s E S - 0. Then there is an extension ring T of R with unique 
maximal ideal MT (so that S is contained in the socle of T) and socle ST. 
Proof. Set R0 = R. Suppose we have define the extension ring R, of R with unique 
maximal ideal MR, and with the property that the extension to R, of the socle of 
R,_ 1 is generated by s. Pick a basis {s} U { ti}iel for the socle of R, (as an R,/MR,- 
vector space), and for each i pick an indeterminate Xi* Set 
R n + I= Rn({xi)ie I)/(Sxi - fi)iE I9 
where Rk({Xi}icr) means the polynomial ring Rk[{Xi}i,t] localized at the prime 
ideal generated by M. Once we have shown that Rk+ 1 is an extension of Rk, it 
follows easily that T= UT=, R, has the required properties. It suffices to show 
that, if J is a subset of I and &1-J, and J’= JU { j}, then the homomorphism 
Rn((Xi)i,J)/(sXi - ti)iE J *Rn((Xi tie J’l/(sXi - ti)ic J’ 
is injective. To see this, note that {S) U (ti}i,l is a basis for the socle of 
Rk({Xi}i,J), SO thesame iS tIlEOf {S}U{SXi-ti}ieJU{fi}iE,_J, SO at hStS9tjal”e 
linearly independent elements Of the Sole Of Rk({Xi)iEj)/(SXi - ti)ie Jm Let US 
simplify notation by writing R for this ring and t for tj. Suppose rE R - 0 and 
f,g~ R[X], g with a unit coefficient, such that f l (sX- t) =g . r. By g’s unit coeffi- 
cient, rE (s, t) c S, so we may reduce the coefficients in f, g mod M. But then the 
highest and lowest degree terms of f show that es has nonzero multiples which are 
multiples of s and t, contradicting the linear independence. Thus R -+ R(X)/(sX - t) 
is injective. Cl 
Before proceeding with the promised characterization of N-rings, let us pause to 
note some results of this construction: 
(1) If R is quasilocal with socle S and R/S is Moetherian, then R is an N-ring. 
For, the hypotheses pass to factor rings, so it sua”fices to show R is a subring of a 
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Noetherian ring. But we claim that if R, is as in the proof of the construction 
above, then RI is Noetherian: By [4, Theorem 61, (R/S)({X,),) is Noetherian, and 
hence so is its factor ring RI/SRI = R, /sR,. But sRI is nilpotent, so every prime of 
R, is finitely generated. 
(2) If, for each x in M/S, xMnS is infinite-dimensional, then SR l = sR, is the 
socle of R, , and so T = R 1 . In this case, if R/S is not Noetherian, then neither is T. 
For, if (s} U(ti)iEI is a basis for S, then RI is the directed union of the rings 
RJ=Rf(Xi)ic J)/(sxi - li)itz 1 where J varies over the finite subsets of 1. Now if the 
element f of R[{Xi}iEI] had image in the socle of RI, it would be in the socle of 
some RJ, i.e., fME (SXi - ti:lie Je SinCe {S} U { ti}iE J spans Only a finite-dimensional 
subspace of S, the hyp0thes.s assures that every coefficient off is in S. For the last 
assertion, note that if T= RI were Noetherian, its quotient R, /SRI =(R/S)((Xi}i,/) 
would also be Noetherian, and since the last is faithfully flat over R/S, R/S would 
then be Noetherian. 
(3) It may not be possible to ‘princip&e the socle’ of (R, M) in a quasilocal ex- 
tension (T, N) so that T/N is algebraic over R/AI. 
For, let k be an algebraically closed field and x, y indeterminates, and set 
R = k[x, y]/(x, Y)~. Suppose (T, N) is a quasilocal extension of (R, M) such that 
T/N is algebraic over (hence equal to) RIM= k and x9 y are in the socle of T 
and associates, i.e., x= ly for some unit t in T. Since T/N= R/M, there is an 
element r in R such that t - rE N and so x= ry, a contradiction. 
We proceed to show that a ring is an N-ring iff it has ACC on colons. The follow- 
ing lemma contains the ccre of the argument, and also yields the promised 
characterization of N-rings cf dimension 0. 
Lemma 2.2. Let R be a zero-dimensional ring. Then the following conditiocs are 
equivalent: 
(1) R has ACC on colons. 
(2) R has an ideal A for which R/A and R/(0 : A) are both Noetherian. 
(3) R has an ideal B for which B2 = 0 and R/B is Noetheriun. 
Proof. (2) 3 (3). Set B = A n (0 : A). 
(3)* (1). Since (3) holds in any factor ring of R, it suffices to show that R 
has ACC on annihilators. So let / 1 <A,< 0-0 be a chain of annihilator ideals in R 
and set AA= O:A, (so that A;>A;>***). Then the chains A,+B and ‘4A+B 
both stabilize (the latter because a zero-dimensional Noetherian ring is Artinian). 
And because the latter stabilizes, so do the chains 0 : (Ai! + B) = A,I n (0 : B) and 
A, fI (0 : B)fI B = A,n B, But once A, + B and A,n B have both stabilized, so has 
the chain A,. 
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(1) e (2). Since W is strongly Laskerian, it has only finitely many maximal ideals, 
so it is a direct sum of quasilocal rings. Hence we may assume (R, M) is quasilocal 
‘Gth socle S. Let A be the set of elements y of R such that yR has finite length (or, 
equivalently, such that R/(0: y) is Noetherian). Then, since there are elements 
Yl ,..., yn of A for which O:A=O:(y, ,..., ~,,)=(O:y~)n~~*fl(O:y,), we see that 
R/(0 : A) is Noetherian. Assume, by way of contradiction, that R/A is not 
Noetherian. Note that if y E R -A, then by Proposition 1.1 the socle of R/(0 : y) is 
infinite-dimensional. This socle is 
(O:y):M/(O:y)=(O:M):y/(O:y)=(S:y)/(O:y), 
which is isomorphic, via multiplication by y, to yRnS (=yMnS since Y&A 2 S). 
Since R is strongly Laskerian, M is nilpotent, SO A <A : M. Let yr E (A : M) -A, 
and pick x1 E M so that x1 y1 E S - 0. Suppose we have chosen yl, . . . , yn E (A : M) -A 
and x1, . . . . xrleM SO that x~Y~ES for k=l,...,n and (XkYk)kr;nn(XiYj)i<j~n=O~ 
Let C be an ideal of R maximal with respect o containing (XiYj)i<j=n and meeting 
(xky&n in 0. Then R/C has finite-dimensional socle (generated by the elements 
xkyk + C, kc n), so by Proposition 1.1 it is Noetherian. Hence C$E A, so we can 
pick Yn+ I E C-A such that Y,,+ ~Mc, A. Since (XiYj)i=jsn f (x~Y,,+ l)kln is a finitely 
generated submodule of A, it is of finite length, and so its intersection with S is 
finite-dimensional. I3ut y,, + 1 MfU has infinite dimension, so we can find an 
element x, + 1 of M for which 
and hence (X~Y&S~+ 1 nbiYj)i<jsn+ 1 =O= 
Therefore, if we set b= (XiYj)i<j, we have xkYk$I for all k, and hence 
1:x, >I: (x1,xz)>I: (X*,X2,Xj)>***, contradicting ACC on colons. So R/A is 
Noetherian. Cl 
The hypothesis of zero-dimensionality is necessary in Lemma 2.2. For, suppose 
R is a non-Noetherian, zero-dimensional N-ring, B is an ideal for which B2 = 0 and 
R/B is Noetherian, and X is an indeterminate. Then the ideal BR[X] of R[X] has 
square zero and R[X]/BR[X] = (R/B)[X] is Noetherian, but R[X] is not an N-ring 
because, by [lo], it is not Laskerian. So (3) fails to imply (1) in the one-dimensional 
ring R[X]. 
The proof of the characterization ow follows easily. It includes a proof of the 
fact that a Laskerian ring, each of whose localizations at primes is an N-ring, is itself 
an N-ring. 
Theorem 2.3. A ring is on N-ring iff it has ACC on colons. 
Proof. (=)) {a, Corollary 2.8) If R is an N-ring, A is an ideal contracted from 
the Noetherian extension T, and B1 2 B2> 0.. are ideals of R, then A :R B,, = 
(A T :T BJ fI R; SO when A T:T B,, stabilizes, SO does A :R B,,. 
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(+=) Since every ideal is an intersection of a finite number of primary ideals, it 
suffices to show that, for each primary ideal Q of the ring R, R/Q is a subring of 
a Noetherian ring. We may localize at the radical P of Q and go mod QR,,, and so 
assume (R, M) is zero-dimensional quasilocal. By Lemma 2.2, R has an ideal B for 
which B2 = 0 and R/B is Noetherian. We can also apply Construction 2.1 to R to 
build an extension T with unique maximal ideal MT and principal socle. Since M 
is nilpotent, 7’ is zero-dimensional. Now (BT)2 = 0, and 77’BT is 2 factor ring of 
(R/B)(X) where X is a set of indeterminates; ince (R/B)(X) is Noetherian by [4, 
Theorem 61, T/BT is also Noetherian. By Lemma 2.2, T has ACC on colons, so 
by Proposition 1.1, T is Noetherian. Cl 
Corollary 2.4. A finite integral extension of an N-ring is itself an N-ring. 
Proof. Let the N-ring R have finite integral extension T. Then T is Laskerian by 
[8, Theorem 2.41, so it suffices to show that if Q is a primary ideal in T, then 77Q 
is a subring of a Noetherian ring. We can factor Q, Qn R out of 7; R and localize 
R, T at the complement of the prime radical of QnR, so that both are zero- 
dimensional. Then R has an ideal B for which B2 =0 and R/B is Noetherian. It 
follows that (BT)2 =O and T/BT is Noetherian, so T is an N-ring. 17 
The hypothesis of integral extension seems to be needed, because, again, a 
polynomial ring over a non-Noetherian iing is not even Laskerian [ 101. 
Corollary 2.5. A finitely generated module over an N-ring has ACC on colon ideals 
and colon submodules. 
Proof. If M is a finitely generated module over the N-ring R, then the idealization 
T= R@M of M is a finite integral extension of R, so it is an N-ring. Let L be a 
submodule of M (and hence an ideal in T); then the collection of T-ideals of the 
form L :T N, for Ng M, has ACC and DCC. But L :7-N= L :R NOM, so the col- 
lection of R-ideals of the form L :R N, for N c M, has A,CC and DCC. 3 
We have not been able to prove a general ‘Eakin’s theorem for N-rings’ (i.e., des- 
cent of the N-ring property in finite integral extension - cf. [12, p. 54, exercise IS]). 
In positive dimensions it seems to be related to the descent of the strongly Laskerian 
property, whose proof also eludes us. But it is valid in the zero-dimensional case: 
Corollary 2.6. Ler T be an N-ring and Q finite integrul extension of ihe tero- 
dimensional ring R. Then R is also an N-ring. 
Proof. Let A be an ideal of T such that -4 2 = 0 and T//A is Noetherian. Then .il f7 R 
plays a similar role in R. cl 
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The hypothesis that T is finite over R can be weakened to the following, a priori 
weaker condition: T is integral over R and, for each maximal ideal IM of T, T/M 
is a finite (algebraic) field extension of R/(Mf7 R). For, we need only show that T/A 
Noetherian still implies R/(A Cl R) Noetherian. Simplifying notation to T 
(Noetherian) and R, we note that R has only finitely many maximal ideals; so we 
may assume (R, P) is quasiloeal. Then PT is a finite intersection of T-ideals Q 
primary to maximal ideals 1M of T. Since T/Q has finite length as a T-module and 
T/M is finite over R/P, it follows that TiQ, and hence T/PT, has finite length as 
an R-module. By [16, (30.6)J, T is a finite R-module, so R is Noetherian. 
The argument in the last paragraph is suggested by Remark 0.14 in [17]; and as 
there, it is natural to try to replace ‘zero-dimensional ring’ with ‘one-dimensional 
domain’. With this replacement, however, both that remark and our corollary fail; 
a counterexample is provided by [ 13, Example 2.91. Both the remark and the 
corollary hold, however, if we add some hypothesis guaranteeing that each ideal of 
the smaller domain R contains an ideal contracted from the larger T, for then we 
could reduce to the zero-dimensional case. One such hypothesis would be the ex- 
istence of a nonzero conductor of T into R. Another would be that T meet the 
quotient field of R exactly in R, for then all principal ideals in R would be con- 
tracted from T. This hypothesis would be satisfied, for example, if R were the fixed 
ring of a finite group of automorphisms of the domain T. 
3. N-rings and N-domains 
It follows from Lemma 2.2 that a one-dimensional domain D is an N-ring iff, for 
each nonzero x in B, there is an ideal I for which D/I is Noetherian and I2 SXD. 
This observation is used in the following example, which was shown to us by Pro- 
fessor Melvin Hochster and is included here with his kind permission. 
Example (of a (one-dimensional, quasilocal) domain which is an N-ring but not 
Noetherian). Let KO, &, . . . be fields such that K, is a proper finite algebraic exten- 
sion of K,_ 1 for each n; let K be their union, and X be an indeterminate. Let Rd 
denote the subring of K[[X]] consisting of those power series for which the coeffi- 
cient of Xn is in K, +cd for all n. We show that RO = R is the required example. Note 
first that if f(X) in Rd has nonzero constant term c=f(O), then it is a unit in Rd; 
for, if we write f(X) = co (1 -g(X)), then its inverse is c-r l (1 + g(X) + g(X)2 + +. 
It follows that, if Id =Xd* K[[X]] nR, then II is the unique maximal of Rd. Also, 
&=Xd* Rd. 
Now let f(X) in R have order d, i.e., il s first nonzero coefficient is that of Xd. 
Then f-l = Xmd l gwheregisaunitinRd, sof-*‘*&=Xd*Rd=.& so&f*&~ 
f l R. It follows that for any two nonzero nonunits in R, each divides a power of 
the other, so 1, is the only nonzero prime in R. In fact, it follows that R satisfies 
the conditions in the first sentence of Section 3 (R/Id is a finite-dimensional vector 
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space over KO, so it is Noetherian), so R is an N-ring. 
But R is not Noetherian, since if we choose a,, from KII -K,,_ I for ea.& n, then 
the ideal generated by the elements a,, X” for all n is not finitely generated. cl 
We do not know whether the domain R in this example is an N-domain; or 
whether, on the other hand, a one-dimensional N-domain must be Noetherian. But 
the results of this section, like their predecessors the examples in [63, give evidence 
that domains which are N-rings are ‘nearly’ Noetherian. 
We begin with a variant of the condition in the first sentence of this section: If 
D denotes the integral closure of the one-dimensional domain D which is an N-ring 
and x is a nonzero element of D, then D/@nD) is Noetherian (for, if I is such that 
D/I is Noetherian and I2 cx2D, then r2b cx2D, so by looking at vduation over- 
rings, we see that 1~ ID c x@. Another variant shows that, in an integrally closed 
domain D which is an N-ring, minimal primes of (proper, nonzero) principal ideals 
have height one. Th,s fact suggests the question: Must an N-ring satisfy the con- 
dition that minimal primes of proper principal ideals have height at most one; or 
even the full conclusion of Krull’s Altitude Theorem? 
Proposition 3.1. Let D be a one-dimensional domain which is an N-ring aird has an 
integral/y closed extension domain R with nonzero conductor into D. Then D is 
Noetherian. 
Proof. Let x be a nonzero element of the conductor, and let I be an ideal for which 
D/I is Noetherian and I2 cx4R (an ideal in D). For each valuation overring V of 
R,12Vcx4V, soIVc_x2V. SinceRisintegrallyclosed,I~nIV~nx’V=_..-’RE.yD. 
Thus D/xD is Noetherian, and hence so is D. El 
It follows that Nagarajan’s example R0 in [ 151 is not an &ring: Assume it is an 
N-ring. In the notation of that paper, its finite integral extension R, = Ro[al + b2] is 
also an N-ring, and so is R1 /(xRn RI). Now the conductor of R into R, includes 
ypl +xp2 by [la, (lO.lS)], so the conductor from the discrete valuation ring R/xR 
to R, /(xR n R,) is nonzero. By Proposition 3.1, R1 /(xR n R 1) is Noetherian, so 
RO/xRO is Noetherian, and so is RO, by [S, p. 11 l] and [ 1, Theorem 4.31. But this 
is a contradiction. 
The next proposition concerns the pullbacks considereci in [2]. It is shown there 
that, under the hypotheses below (but R possibly not Noetherian), the pullback A 
is (strongly) Laskerian iff R is (strongly) Laskerian and D is a field. 
Proposition 3.2. Let @ be a surjective homomorphism j?om a lVoetherian ring R 
onto a field K which takes the units of R onto K - 0; let D be a subring of K and 
M= ker @. 
(a) A is 
(b) D is 
(c) D is 
Then A = @-‘(0) is an N-ring iff one of the following holds: 
Noetherian. 
a field and (MA,)2 = 01. 
an N-ring and M2 = M. 
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Note. We are grateful to S. Visweswaran for correcting our earlier version of this 
proposition. 
Proof. (=) (a) Clear. (b) Since D =AM/MA~, we can use (1) after Construction 
2. % or [6, Theorem 2. lo]. (c) Both D, M are N-rings, and A is their direct product 
(at rings). 
{a) The quotient D of A is an N-ring. If M2 = M, then (c) holds; so we assume 
M2 CM. Then by [2, Theorem 61, D is a field, and AM is Noetherian iff K/D is 
finite. Since A is Laskerian and AN is Noetherian for any maximal ideal N not con- 
taining M, A is Noetherian iff AM is; so we localize A and R at the complement of 
M, assume (the now localized) M2#0, and show that K/D is finite. We can suc- 
cessively factor out ideals XR for x in M- M2 such that M2 is not contained in xR; 
then after a finite number of steps, 0#M2 cxR for all x in M- M’. For each such 
x, xM and M2 are M-primary, so 
Pick y in M2 - 0 and an ideal 1 of A containing a power of M but maximal among 
A-ideals not containing y. By Proposition 1.1, A/I is Noetherian, so M/I is finitely 
generated. But y EXA for every x in M- M2, so IC M2; so M/M2 is a finite- 
dimensional nonzero D-vector space. Since it is also a K-vector space, K is a finite 
extension of D. El 
Since this proposition applies to D+ M constructions, it shows that they cannot 
give rise to a non-Noetherian domain A which is an N-ring unless we already have 
one to use for R. 
We will refer to the following remark after Proposition 3.4. We also hope that 
it may be useful in the study of associated graded rings of N-rings. (But it should 
be noted that there are quasilocal Hausdorff non-Noetherian domains with 
Noetherian completions, as in [3, Ch. III, $3, exercise 141. Such a domain has the 
same associated graded ring as its completion, but since its maximal ideal is finitely 
generated, it cannot be Laskerian, and so is not an N-ring.) 
Remark 3.3. Let (R, M) be a quasilocal ring with Noetherian spectrum in which 
M-primary ideals contain po weI’s of M. Then any basis (Xi +- M2 >i for the R/M- 
vector space M/M2 has a set of preimages (Xi> i which generate M. 
Proof. If M/M2 is finite-dimensional, there is a finitely generated ideal A for 
which M= A + M2. Then M=A + Mn f-r all n, and some Mn is contained in a 
finitely generated ideal, so M is finitely generated, and the result foll’ows from 
Nakayama’s lemma. 
So we may assume M/M2 is infinite-dimensional. Pick the preimage x1 and a 
provisional x2. If (x1) does not have radical M, we can add to x2 an element of M2 
so that (x1, x2) has properly larger radical than (x,). Continuing in this way we 
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reach an M-primary ideal (x1, . . . , A$ = A. We can choose the rest of the preimages 
xi at random, and then since A contains a power of M, 
M = (Xiji + M2 = (Xiji + M3 = l ’ l = (Xi)i* 0 
Without hypotheses, it is easy to construct counterexamples to this lemma’s con- 
clusion (e.g., a nondiscrete rank one valuation ring). But even in the case of a 
quasilocal one-dimensional Hausdorff domain, we may not be able to ‘lift a basis” 
in this way: Consider two rank-one valuation rings, I;/= k + P discrete and W= k + Q 
nondiscrete, with the same residue field (k) and quotient field and maximal ideals 
P and Q. Then D = k + M, where M= Pn Q, has Noetherian spectrum (two points), 
and the powers of M intersect in 0. But M/M2 is one-dimensional, while M is not 
finitely generated. (See [9] or [7] for more information on 0.) 
Proposition 3.4. Let (R, M) be a quasilocal N-ring. Then there is a finitely generated 
ideal A for which M2 = AM. 
Proof. Assume that there is no such A. Then there is no such ideal even in R/M3 
(for, if there were, we could find a finitely generated A containing a power of A4 
such that M2=AM+M3=AM+M4=**. =AM); so we may assume M2 is con- 
tained in the socle of R. We shall now find elements x1, x~, .*. , yl, y2, ..* in M and 
ideals B1 G B~c l m= such that B = U,“= 1 B, contains xiyj iff i+ j. It follows that 
B : x1 > B : (x1, x2) > l -- , a contradiction. 
Pick x1, y1 in M so that x1 y1 #to, and let B1 be an R/M-subspace of (x1, yl)M 
complementary to (x,, y,); i.e., (xl yl) + B1 = (x1, yl)M but (x1 yl)n B, = 0. Then the 
image of (x1, yl)M is finite-dimensional in R/B1, so C, == B1 : (x1, yl) is such that 
M/Cl is finite-dimensional [since 
Hence there is a finitely generated ideal Al such that Al + Cl =M. Substituting this 
into (x1, yl)Mc (A1 + (x1, yl))M<M2, we see that there are elements x2, y2 in Cl 
such that x2y2 $ (xl, y*jM~ B1 (and since x2, y2 E Cl, x2 y1 and x1 y2 are in B,). Now 
we can let B2 be a subspace of (xl9 x,y,, y2)M complementary to (x1 yl, x-& con- 
taining B1, set C2 = B2 : (x1, x2, yI, y2), and repeat the above argument. El 
It is interesting that, in a quasilocal N-ring, not just some power, but in fact the 
square, of the maximal ideal is contained in a finitely generated ideal - this fact is 
obviously a consequence of Proposition 3.4. (It is in fact equivalent o it, since if 
the N-ring (R, M) has M’c A c M, then by Remark 3.3 we may expand A to be 
generated by elements whose images in M/M2 are linearly independent.) Another 
consequence is that, if V is a valuation overring of a quasilocal domain (R, M) that 
is an Y-ring, then MV is principal. But the existence, in a quasilocal ring (R, 
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of a finitely generated ideal A for which M* = AM does not imply R is an 
N-ring: Let k be a field and R = k[x, yl, y2, . . . , zl, z2, . . . 1, subject to the relations 
(x,Yl,Y*,***,zl,z*,~~9 )3 = 0, yiyi = zizi = 0, and yizj =O if i< j, but Yizj =Xzj if ir j. 
Then x divides every nonzero element of the square of the maximal ideal M, i.e., 
M*=xM. But 0:y,>O:(y,,y2)>*~~. 
Recall that an integral domain D is an N-domain iff, for every ideal A of D, there 
is a Noetherian domain containing D from which A is contracted. We now provide 
evidence that if an element x of the quotient field of an N-domain D is almost in- 
tegral over D, then x is integral over D. In fact, Proposition 3.12 of [6) shows that 
a unit in an almost integral extension of an N-domain D is always integral over D. 
(This is proved by letting x be the unit, y be a nonzero element of the conductor 
of D[x] into D, and E be a Noetherian domain containing D from which the D-ideal 
yD[x] is contracted. Since x-r is almost integral over E, it is integral over E, so 
x-l E E[x], so yx-* ~yE[x]nD=yD[x], so x-l ED(X), so x-l is integral over D. 
Similarly x is integral over D.) We note several related results, starting with a 
generalization of Proposition 3.13 in [6]. 
( 1) If a prime P of a domain D is con tracted from a Noetherian domain contain- 
ing D, then P is contracted from every almost integral extension of D. (In particular, 
every prime ideal of an N-domain is contracted from any almost integral extension.) 
For, if P is contracted from the Noetherian domain E containing D, then there is 
a prime Q in E lying over P. Let R be a domain almost integral over D. Since the 
extension RE of E is integral, Q is contracted from a prime in RE, so P is contracted 
from a prime in R. 
(2) The domain D of Example 2.10 of [ 1 l] is not an N-domain. 
For, its integral closure is properly contained in its complete integral closure, but 
the latter is local and hence is generated as a ring by its units. 
(3) If x is an element of the quotient field of an integraily closed N-domain D, 
almost integral over D, then the conductor of D(x] into D is a radical ideal in D(x]. 
For, let C be this conductor and let y be an element of its radic:: 1. If yD[x] sU, then 
there is a maximal ideal M of D for which yDM[x] S% D,,,,, so we may assume (D, A4) 
is quasilocal. Suppose ym E C, and iet x” be any power of x. Then since y is not a 
unit in D[x], (yx” )‘n EM, so I - (yx”)” is a unit; and so its factor in D[x], 1 - yx', 
is a unit there. But units in D[x] are in D, so yx” ED. Thus y E C. 
We close with another Noetherian-like result on N-domains. As shown in Pro- 
position 3.1 of [a], if a nonzero principal ideal yD of a domain D is contracted from 
a domain E containing D, then for any x in D dividing a power of y, XD is also con- 
-+-acted from E. This fact begins the proof below. . . 
‘* 
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Proposition 3.5. An N-domain whose pseudoradical (intersection of the nonzero 
primes) is nonzero has dimension at most 1. 
Proof. Let D be an N-domain with nonzero pseudoradical, and E be a Noetherian 
domain containing D from which is contracted a principal ideal generated by a 
nonzero element of the pseudoradical. Then by the paragraph before the proof, 
every principal ideal in D is contracted from E, so E meets the quotient field K of 
D in D. The integral closure of E is a Krull domain and meets K in the complete 
integral closure D* of D [6, Lemma 3 S]. Since every nonzero prime of D* meets 
D in a nonzero prime, the Krull domain I)* has nonzero pseudoradical, so it is a 
principal ideal domain with finitely many primes P 1, . . . , P,,. 
It now suffices to show that D* is integral over D, so suppose there is a valuation 
ring I/ containing D but not D*. Since the center of I/ on R = D*n I/’ is not con- 
tained in (P, nR) U 0-e U(P,n R) (see [ 12, Theorem 107]), some nonu+ in R is a 
unit in D*, contradicting the fact that units in D* are integral over D. 1 
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